In this paper we discuss a natural extension of in nite discrete partition-of-unity copulas which were recently introduced in the literature to continuous partition of copulas with possible applications in risk management and other elds. We present a general simple algorithm to generate such copulas on the basis of the empirical copula from high-dimensional data sets. In particular, our constructions also allow for an implementation of positive tail dependence which sometimes is a desirable property of copula modelling, in particular for internal models under Solvency II.
Introduction
General discrete in nite partition-of-unity copulas have been introduced recently in a series of papers by Pfeifer et al. [6, 7] . Such copula constructions comprise, in particular, Bernstein copulas and allow, among other advantages, for simple Monte Carlo studies in risk management on the basis of observed data without speci c tting procedures to parametric copula models. In particular, various kinds of tail dependence can be implemented into the copula construction if this seems to be appropriate for estimates of the risk measure for a portfolio of risks under consideration. The present paper completes our previous approaches by considering continuous in nite partition-of-unity copulas which have not yet been investigated before. We conclude the paper with a new study of a high dimensional data set from the insurance branch where we compare classical and partition-of-unity copulas with and without tail dependence.
Continuous partition-of-unity copulas
Assume that φ k (s, u) for k = , . . . , d ∈ N represent Lebesgue densities of distributions over R with a parameter u ∈ ( , ), i.e. 
and let
Then by normalizing the φ k (s, u) w.r.t. u ∈ ( , ), we obtain new densities
, u ∈ ( , ), for s ∈ R. 
de nes the density of a d-variate copula, which is called continuous partition-of-unity copula (CPU-copula for short).
The proof of Theorem 1 is completely analogous to the proofs of the corresponding theorems in Pfeifer et al. [6, 7] and is therefore omitted. Note that relation (4) also remains valid if the distribution induced by p is singular, i.e. if P is a probability measure with marginal distributions that possess the densities α , . . ., α d without having a density w.r.t. the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. In this case, c(u) is a singular mixture of product densities given by
For instance, if P corresponds to the upper Fréchet bound and all φ k are identical -hence also all f k are identical, say to f -we have
We call this situation the case of diagonal dominance. Note that it is extremely easy to perform a Monte Carlo simulation for a CPU-copula. We describe the procedure in the following steps.
Step 1: Let (U , . . . , U d ) be a vector of random variables with a given copulaC as joint distribution function, which we call copula driver for our construction. Let
the joint (possibly degenerated) distribution P with the desired marginal distributions (in fact,C here is the copula pertaining to P).
Step 
is a realization of a random vector (V , . . . , V d ) whose distribution is given by the CPU-copula with the density c as given by (4) or (5) .
A particularly interesting choice of a data-drivenC is a copula that is derived from the empirical copula in the sense of Deheuvels [2] . Such an approach was discussed in Pfeifer et al. [7] . In particular, the following type of a driver is of importance, which is constructed as a patchwork copula with a local Gaussian copula. Suppose that n independent observations (z , . . . , zn) of a multivariate random vector Z = (Z , . . . , Z d ) with an absolutely continuous distribution are given. Without loss of generality, we can identify the pertaining empirical copula with the empirical rank vectors (r , . . . , rn), where gives the lower Fréchet bound as a driver. We call the resulting copula drivers UF and LF copula drivers, respectively. The independent case (i.e. with zero correlations) is called rook copula driver.
Particular cases
Firstly, we introduce what we call the Gamma copula model. To start with, denote L(u) := − ln u, < u < , 
Note that the α k are the densities of inverse Pareto distributions with parameters a k and 1 (in the notation of Klugman et al. [3, A.2 
.3.2]). With
we obtain from (4) the density of a Gamma copula:
with the f k given in (8) . Here p is the density of an absolutely continuous multivariate distribution with marginal densities α k , k = , . . . , d, and a := (a , . . . , a d ) denotes the vector of parameters. A corresponding modi cation for the singular case discussed above is obvious. Note that in the singular case of two-dimensional diagonal dominance, we get, with a = (a, a):
(10)
Lemma 1.
For integer values of a, (10) can be simpli ed to
Proof. We have for every m > , z ∈ ( , ) with the substitution y = − ln z.
are densities of exponentially transformed Gamma distributions. To be more precise, let X k be a Gamma distributed random variable with parameter a k + and /(s k + ). The corresponding density is thus given by
and the random variable U k := e −X k possesses the density f k (s k , •). This follows from the observation that
A Monte Carlo simulation for a random vector (V , . . . , V d ) with a general Gamma copula density c Γ a (singular or not) is straightforward since here Qa k (u) := u
Secondly, we introduce what we call the Power copula model. Here we de ne
where < u, s < and k = , . . . , d, with given parameters β , . . . , β d > . It is straightforward to see that
and
With
we obtain the density of a Power copula:
where the f k are given in (17). Here p again is the density of an absolutely continuous multivariate distribution with marginal densities α k , k = , . . . , d. A corresponding modi cation for the singular case discussed above is obvious. The graphs in Figures 1-3 show the densities f k (s, u) for di erent values β, for s = k , k = , . . . , . Note that in the case of two-dimensional diagonal dominance, we do not obtain a closed form representation of the corresponding copula density. However, a Monte Carlo simulation of the Power copula in arbitrary dimensions is easy since an elementary integration shows that there holds
with the corresponding quantile functions
for < u < , where
For the simulation of a random variable following the distribution with cdf A k , a simple tabular inversion method is appropriate.
Tail dependence
The Gamma copula shows an upper tail dependence that coincides precisely with that of the negative binomial copula c NB , a particular discrete partition-of-unity copula (see Pfeifer et al. [6, 7] ):
The graphs in Figures 4-7 show the ratios of negative binomial and Gamma copula densities, for various values of a, which also suggest that these copula types are tail-equivalent. In fact, since
for h ↓ , we see by a comparison of (11) 
Proof. In Stanley [9, 5.53, p . 144], the following relation can be found:
which directly implies 
Proof. Let Fa(x)
Now by the substitution − ln w = x or w = e −x with dw = −e −x dx we get the expression 
Substituting again ( + s)(− ln t) = z, we obtain

Ja(t) = a(− ln t)
This implies
which proves the rst equality above. For the remainder, we proceed by induction on a.
The case a = is evident because of
For a ≥ , assume that the equality
An easy computation shows that
and, likewise,
Substituting this in the expression above, we get, with Lemma 2,
i.e. the statement is also true for a + . This proves the assertion.
The graphs in Figures 8-11 show some symmetric Gamma copula densities c Proof. Due to symmetry, it su ces to prove the theorem for λ U (β) alone. Like in the proof of Theorem 2 (see relations (27) and (29) 
for < s, t < . It is easy to see that K(s, t) as a function of s attains its maximum at s = t with
for β ≥ , from where we get
A simple analysis shows that for < β < , K(t, t) is also bounded, by the constant / , so that the limit 
We thus obtain, for t > / ,
The nal result now follows by the observation
The graphs in Figures 12-13 show the Power copula densities c Case study A Firstly, we extend the example data set given in Cottin and Pfeifer [1] (see Table 1 ) because it was also used as a data basis in several former papers on partition-of-unity-copulas (Pfeifer et al. [6, 7] ). Here r and r denote the correspondig rank vectors which are the basis for the empirical copula and di erent copula drivers, as described in Section 2 above. The graphs in Figures 20-25 show some Monte Carlo realizations for the Gamma copula on the basis of the data set together with the empirical copula (relative rank vectors are marked with circular points).
For the Power copula, the graphs in Figures 26-31 show the results of the corresponding Monte Carlo study. 
Case study B
In order to show the powerfulness of continuous PUC approaches in higher dimensions we conclude the applied section with a discussion of the 19-dimensional data set presented in Neumann et al. [5] , listed in Tables 2 and 3 , containing insurance losses from a non-life portfolio of natural perils in 19 areas in central Europe over a time period of 20 years. The monetary unit is 1 million . For simplicity, we will consider only the Gamma copula in this section. As is to be expected, insurance losses in locally adjacent areas show a high degree of stochastic dependence, which can also be seen from the empirical correlation tables (Tables 4 and 5 ). For a better readability, only two decimal places are displayed. Correlation coe cients above 90% are highlighted.
For a comparison of copula models, we have used classical approaches with a Gaussian and a t-copula (with two degrees of freedom for modelling a high degree of tail dependence), as well as with a Gamma copula for di erent choices of the copula drivers (rook and UF) with a k = for k = , . . . , . The graphs displayed in Figures 32-39 show a selection of the 171 possible pairwise two-dimensional projections of corresponding Monte Carlo simulations U k where the highest pairwise correlations have been observed, together with the empirical copulas (relative rank vectors are marked with circular points). The parameter matrices for the Gaussian and t-copulas were calculated from the empirical correlations of log data. Obviously, the Gamma copula approach follows the particular asymmetries in the data much better than the Gaussian or t-copula constructions. Also, the upper tail dependence seems stronger under the Gamma copula than under the t-copula for certain two-dimensional projections. 
Final remarks
We close this paper by the remark that the continuous and discrete nite or in nite partition-of-unity copula approach is absolutely exible, i.e. it is even possible to choose dimension-wise di erent distribution families (binomial, negative binomial, Poisson, Gamma, etc.) for the copula estimation and also di erent copula drivers which can be any reasonable simple patchwork copula based on the observations. Further, it is possible to choose copula drivers which allow for an implementation of tail dependence, even if this feature can in general not be concluded from a nite data set. However, in the light of Solvency II, it might be desirable to compare VaR estimates for aggregate losses with and without a tail dependent copula, and under competing dependence models.
Another advantage is the easy implementation of the simulation algorithm even in ordinary spreadsheet software for arbitrary large dimensions. We have worked in practice with 114-dimensional data sets from the insurance sector without any problems.
